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ABSTRACT
Software protection is an area of active research in which the software industry is encountering a number of threats. Software piracy is one such threat, which proves detrimental in protecting the intellectual property rights. There have been a variety of techniques developed to address the issue like software watermarking, code obfuscation, and tamper-proofing. In the current research we address the issue of software piracy through a prevention technique known as software watermarking which aims at providing copyright protection and authorized access of commercial software. In this paper fragile software watermark is used to embed personal information into the software. Then this personal information is merged with the hardware parameters of the client machine extracted during the process of installation and License key provided by the vendor. This combined string (Watermark + Hardware parameters + key) is send to the server for registration. This process is implemented and tested on different machines and the accuracy of the proposed model is found to be 99%. The proposed model will be beneficial in combating software piracy and securing the software from redistribution.

Introduction
In this technology-driven era, revolutionary progress under the domain of hi-tech scientific and industrial arena, we can observe massive improvements such as advent of internet and high end computing resources (such as Grid) have broadened the scope of research. But at the same time, they have lead to the issues like software piracy. Currently, software piracy is a major problem for software developers. Techniques are being developed and employed to control software piracy [2], [3], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Various schemes have been proposed and put in operation to minimize the impact of software piracy by limiting unauthorized modification. But these techniques have a minimal impact on proliferation of software piracy. Due to the proliferation of software piracy, software protection is increasingly becoming an important requirement for software development [1]. Also, the problem of protecting software from illegal copying and redistribution has been the focus of considerable research motivated by billions of dollars [13] in lost revenue each year (Fig. 1).

In the unfortunate event that software is illegally redistributed or an important algorithmic secret is stolen, an owner would like to be able to take action against the theft. This requires demonstration of ownership and/or identification of the source of the illegal redistribution. A technique which enables such action is software watermarking which has been the core aspect of this paper.

In this paper, we proposed a new model for securing the software from being pirated. It has been divided in four phases. First phase includes embedding a watermark in the software, second phase involves the extraction of hardware parameters, third phase is registering the software with server and the fourth phase is concerned with the continuous checking of software for verification and validation.

Software Watermarking is currently the most demanding technique to prevent the software from piracy [5]. From the last few decades, the threat of piracy and illegal use has become a key concern for software industry and many algorithms and approaches were designed to overcome this problem. We have shown through this paper that the goal can be achieved with software watermarking technique and propose an efficient privacy enhanced software registration scheme.

Related Work
Many approaches are proposed and implemented to prevent software piracy. Some people gave the concept of robust watermarking technique to prevent software piracy [2]. The SMS based gateway technique was used in this paper where an automation process is required as a manual response for each software. S.Muntaz et. al [3] in her paper has relied on the extraction of hardware characteristics of client machine while registering for software which is not well enough for illegally distributing the software invariably. The paper [6] was based on static software watermarking techniques which are highly susceptible to semantics preserving transformation attacks and are

Fig. 1 Commercial Value of Pirated Software of Top 10 Economies
therefore easily removed by an adversary. This paper had future inclinations towards the use of dynamic software watermarking algorithms.

Z.Jian-qi et al. [7] presented a novel robust dynamic watermarking scheme based on STBDW that first utilizes the Shamir Threshold Scheme to split the watermark number into pieces, which help to retrieve the original watermark with partial information and increase resilience, then the encryption is done and self isomorphic mapping are embedded into dynamic branch structure of the program, which can resist most semantics-preserving attacks. However, these techniques are susceptible to statistical attacks. J. ZHU, J. Xiao, and Y. Wang [8] introduced Fragile Watermarking Algorithm which was implemented on Software Content Management. This paper solves the defects and problems of Software Version Control and Software tamper-proofing, still there is more need of perfection while embedding the watermark with compiler program.

In [9] and [11], the authors have used the watermarking techniques limited to tamper-proofing and copyright protection only. Y.Zhang et. al. [12] proposed a software-splitting technique which encrypt the extracted contents from the software by a key relating to the hardware characteristics and then decrypt them dynamically during the main program running. This is rather complex for developer and programmer too. Future scope demands for the use of watermark with the source codes so as to make it more secure. F.Donglai et.al. in his paper[10] has limited its research of software protection to the software programs written in jME API. Future research inclines towards the use of watermarking technique according to the type of software.

**Software Watermarking**

Software watermarking is used to embed additional information in a piece of software in order to encode identifying information. However, for software watermarking to be useful it must be resilient against a variety of attacks, e.g. semantics-preserving code transformations and program analysis tools. Software watermarking takes the approach of discouraging piracy through a program transformation which embeds a message (the “watermark”) into the program. Each watermarking algorithm is categorized based on a set of characteristics. Software watermarking algorithms [6] and [7] are classified in different classes depending upon their goals, extraction, execution and implementation. These watermarking algorithms are further classified into [2] robust and [8] fragile techniques. Of these, Fragile Watermarking technique has been used in this paper for embedding the watermark in the software.

**Proposed Technique/Model (WHLK)**

The current research proposes the design, development and implementation of a model for controlling the software piracy (Fig. 2). The design and development of this model is discussed in four phases

**Phase 1: Embedding a watermark**

The identification of client which comprises of Name (n), Affiliation (af) and Social Security No./ID (ssn) is inserted as watermark (W) into the software (S).

\[ W = n + af + ssn \]

The fragile software watermarking technique is used for embedding the client identification into the software which validates the copy of the software for a client. This technique is preferred because in other techniques the water marks once introduced can be modified. The technique used in our model clearly states that if semantics preserving transformations are performed on the software (S) the watermark (W) becomes invalid which means that once the transformation has been made, no other change is possible in any way.

\[ SW = W + S \]

Once this process is complete, the watermarked software (SW) is delivered to the client.

**Phase 2: Fetching the unique hardware parameters of the client machine**

When the process of installation starts on client machine the hardware parameters (HW) of the client machine are extracted. These parameters includes BIOS (Basic Input Output System) information (BIOSP) such as Name (BN), Manufacturer (BM), Date (BD), Serial Number (BS), MotherBoard Information (MP) such as Installed Date (MD), Manufacturer (MMU), Model (MM), Serial Number (MSN), Version (MV) and Other Parameters (OP) like Processor ID (PID), HardDisk ID (HDSN), Media Access Control Address (MAC).

\[ \text{BIOSP} = BN + BM + BD + BS \]
\[ \text{MP} = MD + MMU + MM + MSN + MV \]
\[ \text{OP} = PID + HDSN + MAC \]

On combining (1), (2) and (3)
\[ \text{HW} = \text{BIOSP} + \text{MP} + \text{OP} \]

Then the License Key (LK) of the software is introduced during the process of installation.

The extracted hardware parameters are merged with the watermark and License Key of the software to create Registration Code.

\[ \text{RGC} = W + \text{HW} + \text{LK} \]

**Phase 3: Registering the Software at Server**

After installation, RGC is sent to the activation server for registration and activation. On submitting this watermarked information, the activation message is acknowledged to the client. The information is stored at server and whenever the software is re-installed on the machine, it will check the information of that machine and match it with the existing data at server for validation.

**Figure 2 Proposed Model - Whlk**

**Phase 4: Checking the software after sixty days**

This process is mandatory when the client changes his/her machine or one/few components of the existing machine. This
process is required in case of hardware failure of the client machine because the copy of the software remains the proprietary of the client.

While registering the software on the new machine, the same process is applied as registering the software for first time. The SW lies with the client only. The new hardware parameters (NHW) are extracted and the LK is introduced during the installation of SW. A new registration code (RGCN) is generated on merging the extracted hardware parameters with the watermark and the license key

\[ RGCN = W + NHW + LK \]

The algorithm designed is explained in the following steps:
1. Input Watermark \( W=n+af+ssn \) in the software S.
2. \( SW=W+S \).
3. Install SW on the client machine.
4. Fetch the hardware parameters \( HW=BIOSP+MP+OP \) of the client machine.
5. Introduce the License No. (LK) of software.
6. Create a string \( RGC=W+HW+LK \) for registration at the server end.
7. Submit RGC to the server.
8. An activation message was acknowledged to the client.

**Implementation and experimentation**

The designed process is tested on Intel Core (TM) i5 CPU 650 with Bus Speed of 3.20 GHz., 500 GB Secondary Memory with 5400 RPM, 2 GB Primary Memory and operating system of 32 Bit Windows 7 Professional. The process has been tested on 10 different machines with the same configuration for its reliability and accuracy. On these machines the process is executed 10 times and the average of the observations is found. The accuracy rate of the test is 99%. Inaccurate results are found on those machines on which this application could not be properly installed due to some hardware problems on the client machines.

The analysis of the results shows that the methodology/algorithm used for curbing the software piracy has been proved to be correct, accurate, and secured.

**Conclusion And Future Scope**

The technique proposed in this paper was tested, verified and implemented on number of machines. The rate of accuracy of our model is found to be 99%. The SW purchased cannot be installed on client machine without the verification and validation of the watermarked information. If anybody wants to pirate the copy of software of the client on its machine, the proposed technique does not allow him/her to do so, if implemented. This has given an opportunity to client to purchase the software and use it without the risk of redistribution of software to others. By doing so, intellectual property of the developer and value for money of the client, both are protected.
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